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This revised edition endeavors to provide a unique and clear accessible directions for the exact

locating of all acupuncture points Short, uniformly formatted textual descriptions are given alongside

tactile tips and corresponding anatomical maps. The text and illustrations are easy to use and

conform to the guidelines listed below. Efforts have been made to include tens of alternative

locations of points which are mentioned in various classic sources. It does not presume to be a new

approach, nor is it limited to one particular perspective. The Acupoint Location Guide was first

published in 2000, and was written as the book I envisioned as a student. Since then it has served

thousands of students in their studies.  I hope you will find it valuable for you and enjoyable too.

Illustration Guidelines:  - The illustrations present all important anatomical details required for

accurate location of the points. - The different strata of the body: bones, muscles and tendons, skin,

and arteries, are clearly delineated. - The illustrations show the correct body posture for locating the

points. - All points are shown on the left side of the body, although they are found on both sides.

Some illustrations show the point, untitled, also on the right side with additional anatomical aspects

of the location. - It is a good idea to use different colors to mark the various body structures in the

illustrations, and to underline the corresponding text in the same color. Text Guidelines: - The

names of the acupoints are given in Pinyin and in the NCCA abbreviations. - The â€œLocationâ€•

describes the pointâ€™s horizontal and vertical position on the body, following the recommended

body posture, if such is relevant. - â€œTips & Referencesâ€• provide the reader with additional

information such as definitions from traditional sources, anatomically related structures and

finger-tip search instructions. - Most sources agree on the locations of points. â€œAlternative

Locationsâ€• gives a variant location when such exists. Sources for alternative locations are given in

the appendix, on p. 179. - The text aims at accessibility to the general reader. All special terms

(â€œcunâ€• units, anatomical directions) are defined and illustrated in the Introduction. Names of

anatomical structures are shown in the accompanying illustration. - In order to keep the location

definitions short and clear, simple terms have been substituted for the classical terminology. For

example, a point located on the upper border of an organ is described as â€œsuperior to...â€•

instead of â€œon the superior border of...â€•. A point located directly above a site is described as

â€œvertically superior to...â€•, or, if a cun measure is given: â€œX cun superior to...â€•.
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Best features in this book are: point location descriptions, mention of all the anatomical landmarks

you'll need, Chinese names, and the organization of points on their channel. There is also room for

your notes. I use this along with other books, but it seems to be the most comprehensive guide on

location and agrees with most of the major acupuncture textbooks. Yay!

this book is FANTASTIC! great for students as well as a reference for established practitioners. I

have one copy in each office for reference. in my opinion, better than Deadman points book for its

simplicity.

Very scientific. Good book but was looking for more of a quick read and guide

What a great little book. Everything's all in one place for this new student of acupoint reflexology,

and it is easy to read and follow. Certainly has simplified my studies.

Absolutely

Plain and simple instruction on acupoint location. Very precise. Recommended for anyone who is

going into the field of acupuncture/Chinese medicine but is also straight forward and informative

enough for the non-practitioner to understand.

Book is useful but markings everywhere when the it stated it was fairly new.
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